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LR HEALTH & BEAUTY: TOGETHER ON THE ROAD TO SUCCESS
„More quality for your life“: LR stands for both its attractive business opportunity and its innovative beauty and health products. Thousands of committed
international sales partners and a strong team at the company headquarters make this possible.
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WORLDWIDE THERE HAVE NEVER BEEN AS M
Dr. Thomas Stoffmehl (45) has been
CEO of the LR Group since 1st September 2015 and is responsible for
the overall coordination of the company as well as the areas of sales,
marketing & communication, research & development, event, human resources. The editor of Network-Karriere, Bernd Seitz, spoke
with Dr. Thomas Stoffmehl about
the first business year he concluded with LR.
Network-Karriere (NK): In our most
recent interview in early summer
2016, you reported with pride about
record-breaking turnovers worldwide that were unprecedented in
the history of LR. Did this trend
continue over the year?
Dr. Thomas Stoffmehl: Yes, this po
sitive trend continued, making 2016
an extraordinarily successful year
for LR.
NK: How is this reflected in turn
over figures compared to 2015?
Dr. Thomas Stoffmehl: With a turn
over of approx. EUR 258 million, we
recorded an increase of 12 percent,
net of currency exchange effects by
15 percent, so that LR is once again
on the road to growth. For the first
time since 2009, the growth rate
was in the double-digit percentage
range. And our strong performance
with the sales partners is reflected
by the fact
that in
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MUCH SUCCESSFUL CAREERS AT LR AS 2016
strategic course. This can already

require more commitment, moti-

be seen from the figures and will be

vation and creativity?

reflected in the future positive de

Dr. Thomas Stoffmehl: It is important

velopment of LR. It puts us in a

to have a clear focus on the German

good position to overcome future

market and convince both with our

challenges. And these challenges

products and with marketing/busi

will become increasingly deman

ness opportunity. Dedicated and
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motivated sales partners are vital as

age of digitalisation, it is important

well. This, in particular, is one of LR’s
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business opportunities and thus at
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tractive earning possibilities at LR.
Our main objective in the next 18

NK: So the outlook for 2017 is more

months is to reach a sustainable and

positive?

stable growth course in Germany.

Dr. Thomas Stoffmehl: Definitely –

The figures for January also proof

we have done our homework. We

that our measures are bearing fruit.
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have an experienced and highly mo
tivated international management

NK: Let us take a look back at 2016.

team. The management with Thomas

You are not only CEO of LR but also

Heursen, Dr. Andreas Laabs and my

the Chairman of the Board of the

self, which has been reorganised in
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2016, functions perfectly and we
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onal aid projects last year?
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Dr. Thomas Stoffmehl: For the LR

res even more successfully so that
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success as well. With approx. EUR

even more efficiently. Recognising
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and celebrating this success is key:
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there can never be enough appre
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ciation! And we will continue to

increased significantly by 59 percent

work on the public image of direct

and we have established a partner

sales, so

ship with the German foundation

that

“Stiftung RTL Wir helfen Kindern
e.V.“ in the context of which we sup
port the RTL children’s houses in
Stuttgart and Leipzig with EUR
100,000. In addition, we conti
nue our support of the Lunch
Club in Ahlen and projects in
another eight countries. At the
beginning of the new year, 100
employees and sales part
ners joined us as sponsoring
members in January alone.
NK: Seldia, the leading European
industry association of direct sales
enterprises, elected you Chairman

our
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